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Abstract Indicators of letter visual similarity have been
used for controlling the design of empirical and neuropsy-
chological studies and for rigorously determining the factors
that underlie reading ability and literacy acquisition. Addi-
tionally, these letter similarity/confusability matrices have
been useful for studies examining more general aspects of
human cognition, such as perception. Despite many letter
visual-similarity matrices being available, they all have two
serious limitations if they are to be used by researchers in
the reading domain: (1) They have been constructed using
atypical reading data obtained from speeded reading-aloud
tasks and/or under degraded presentation conditions; (2)
they only include letters from the English alphabet. Al-
though some letter visual-similarity matrices have been
constructed using data gathered from normal reading con-
ditions, these either are based on old fonts, which may not
resemble the letters found in modern print, or were never
published. For the first time, this article presents a compre-
hensive letter visual-similarity/confusability matrix that has
been constructed based on untimed responses to clearly
presented upper- and lowercase letters that are present in
many languages that use Latin-based alphabets, including
Catalan, Dutch, English, French, Galician, German, Italian,
Portuguese, and Spanish. Such a matrix will be useful for

researchers interested in the processes underpinning reading
and literacy acquisition.
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In an extensive review of the literature spanning over
120 years, Mueller and Weidemann (2012) identified more
than 70 published articles that had in one way or another
sought to measure letter similarity (or confusability). From
this review, the authors identified three main motivations for
studying letter similarity: (1) practical attempts to make
written text more comprehensible, and thereby allow learn-
ers to acquire reading skill more easily; (2) empirical inves-
tigations with the goal of understanding how the visual
system functions; and (3) theoretical research attempting to
explain how letters are represented by the visual system or,
in abstract form, by the cognitive system. Regardless of the
motivations for studying letter similarity, in the majority of
these studies the same basic paradigm has been used—that
of presenting single letters to participants, with the task
being to name the presented item. A confusion matrix is
then constructed by noting how often each letter was
(incorrectly) given as a response to the presented letter.
The number of responses given for each stimulus–response
letter pair has been assumed to be an indication of the level
of similarity (or confusability) between the two letters, with
more errors on a pair indicating higher similarity/confus-
ability. One problem with this paradigm is that if the letters
are presented in a visually clear manner and no time limit to
make a response is imposed on the participants, few errors
are generated, and therefore no letter similarity/confusability
matrix can be constructed. As a result, many variations have
been introduced to this paradigm so that errors will occur
frequently. These include using brief presentations of the
letters (Mueller & Weidemann, 2012), reducing the letter
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size (Phillips, Johnson, & Browne, 1983), presenting letters
in the peripheral visual field (Reich & Bedell, 2000), and
creating low-contrast or noisy viewing conditions (Liu &
Arditi, 2001). While all of these techniques do increase the
number of errors generated by participants, several prob-
lems are associated with them if letter visual-similarity
matrices constructed according to these techniques are to
be used by researchers in the reading domain.

For example, Fiset et al. (2009) argued that demanding
experimental manipulations such as low contrast or rapid
presentation exacerbate the relative importance of visual
information that is not optimal for human vision, thus lead-
ing to very high error rates. Accordingly, Fiset et al. asserted
that these paradigms may be inadequate for the discovery of
the letter features underlying reading in daily life. This
seriously limits the use of such matrices among reading
researchers who aim to understand how letter knowledge,
a cornerstone for successful reading, is acquired. Further-
more, participants may commit confusion errors in this sort
of paradigm for several reasons, with visual similarity be-
tween the target and response being only one possible factor.
In speeded naming conditions, for example, the phonologi-
cal similarity of the target’s letter name to the response’s
letter name (e.g., “ef” and “ess”), or between the phonemes
usually represented by each letter (e.g.,/b/and/p/), may also
be contributing factors (Treiman & Kessler, 2004). Accord-
ingly, existing letter similarity matrices that have been con-
structed on the basis of findings from this basic paradigm
may represent the overall confusability between letter pairs,
but nevertheless, they do not allow for individual dimensions
of similarity, such as visual similarity, to be isolated
from other similarity dimensions, such as phonological
similarity. This seriously limits their use as a tool for
well-controlled psycholinguistic studies that aim to un-
cover the processes underlying our ability to acquire
and master reading.

An additional limitation of all of the similarity matrices
published to date is that, except for a single similarity matrix
containing the lowercase Swedish letters “å”, “ä”, and “ö”
(Kuennapas & Janson, 1969), all others have been con-
structed using only the 26 letters of the English alphabet.
This means that no published data are available for letters
such as “Ñ” from Spanish or “ß” from German, which have
their own names and are taught as wholly separate letters of
the alphabet. Similarly, there are no available data for letters
with diacritic marks. While these forms are rarely consid-
ered to be separate letters and usually do not form part of the
alphabet, the presence of diacritic marks often changes
stress assignment, pronunciation, or the meaning of a
word. To be considered a competent reader in a lan-
guage that includes diacritic marks, it is therefore im-
portant to recognize the difference between letters that
do and do not carry these marks.

To illustrate why it is important to have a letter visual-
similarity matrix that extends beyond the 26 letters of the
English alphabet, we now consider the example of letter
knowledge—a topic of interest to researchers investigating
how children learn to read in different alphabetic orthogra-
phies. A simple way to assess a young child’s letter knowl-
edge is to ask the child to provide the letter name or letter
sound to visually presented single letters. Among the vari-
ous types of errors that children make in such tasks are letter
confusion errors—that is, providing the name or sound of a
letter different from the one presented (e.g., responding with
the name of “b” when presented with the letter “d”). Such
errors are commonly observed in many alphabetic lan-
guages (e.g., for English and Portuguese, see Treiman,
Kessler, & Pollo, 2006; for Spanish, see Goikoetxea,
2006). Identifying the factors that drive letter confusion
errors is critical for understanding how children acquire
letter knowledge, which is known to be one of the best
predictors of later reading ability (Snow, Burns, & Griffin,
1998). Given that Treiman, Levin, and Kessler (2007)
demonstrated that letter visual similarity can contribute to
letter confusion errors independently of letter phonological
similarity, the lack of a letter visual-similarity matrix that
contains symbols from different alphabetic languages poses
another serious limitation for researchers who are interested
in understanding the processes underlying reading acquisi-
tion in languages other than English. The availability of
such a matrix would also facilitate cross-linguistic research
in this domain.

It is worth noting that the utility of a letter visual-
similarity matrix is not limited to research related to lan-
guage acquisition; yet, in setting out to construct such a
matrix, it was important to ensure that it would also be
applicable to this area of investigation. As children normally
read under good viewing conditions and with no time pres-
sure, it would seem most appropriate to analyze the visual
aspect of child confusion errors using a visual similarity
matrix constructed from data gathered using natural reading
conditions. We are aware of only one study published within
the last 25 years that presents a letter visual-similarity matrix
gathered using a methodology of normal presentation—that
of Boles and Clifford (1989). However, several problems
exist with this matrix. Firstly, the font used was Apple-
Psych, an old computer-based font with letters constructed
using a 6 × 7 dot matrix. By today’s standards, this style of
font is considered coarse, and the letters themselves appear
somewhat compressed or squat. Therefore, the similarity
ratings for some combinations of letters in the Boles and
Clifford matrix may not be accurate representations of the
similarity between the letters when they are printed in a
more modern font.

Secondly, Boles and Clifford (1989) included pairs of
identical letters among their stimuli (e.g., rating the visual
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similarity of “A” and “A”). This is not in itself a problem.
However, if one inspects the ratings given to the identical
pairs, it becomes apparent that for a number of these pairs
the mean similarity ratings are less than perfect. For exam-
ple, the matching pair “u u” (mean rating 4.42 out of a
possible 5.00) was considered less similar than the non-
matching pair “q g” (mean rating 4.67). Similarly, while
the matching pair “k k” was considered a perfect match
(mean rating of 5.00), the matching pair “K K” was consid-
ered less than a perfect match (mean rating 4.75). On the
surface, this might indicate that the participants truly
thought that the pair “K K” was somehow less of a match
than the pair “k k.” However, these results may well indicate
the participants’ fatigue in performing this task. Each of the
32 participants in Boles and Clifford’s study was required to
rate over 1,000 pairs of letters. Yet our own pilot testing
indicated that after approximately 200 trials, participants
became less sensitive to the visual similarities of the stimuli,
in the sense that they assigned, unreasonably, the lowest
possible rating (not at all similar) more often than they did
in the initial trials. In the Boles and Clifford matrix, more
than one quarter of the matching pairs received a mean
rating of less than 5, suggesting that potentially 25 % of
the ratings contained in their data set were noisy or adverse-
ly influenced by uncontrolled factors.

The shortcomings of the available letter visual-similarity
matrices for use in analyzing reading data are demonstrated
by the fact that recent studies that have analyzed the visual
similarity of child letter confusion errors in different lan-
guages (e.g., English, Portuguese, and Hebrew) have con-
structed their own similarity matrices (Treiman et al., 2006;
Treiman, Levin, and Kessler 2007). In each case, the method
used to construct the rating of visual similarity was the
same. Firstly, all of the letter confusion errors contained in
the child data were identified. The full set of letter confusion
errors was then presented to 30 undergraduates, who were
asked to rate the letter pairs on the basis of visual similarity.
By taking the mean of the responses, a similarity scale was
constructed that could be used to analyze the data in each
study. Besides being effortful to construct, these letter sim-
ilarity data were collected from undergraduates with the
purpose of analyzing the specific set of letter confusion
errors found within the child data. As a result, such matrices
did not contain ratings for all possible letter combinations,
and therefore were never published. This means that subse-
quent investigators wishing to perform similar research
would need to repeat the process of constructing their own
letter visual-similarity matrix. Even if the previous research-
ers were to make their matrices available, the data would
contain only a subset of all possible letter pairs. The main
aim of the present article was thus to provide a comprehen-
sive letter visual-similarity matrix that could be used in this
area of research in the future.

The need for such a matrix in the literacy acquisition, and
more generally in the reading, domain is evident from the
fact that the letter visual-similarity matrix of Boles and
Clifford (1989), which was constructed using the paradigm
most relevant for reading research—presenting the stimuli
clearly and in an untimed manner—has been cited by ap-
proximately 20 studies in this domain in the last 6 years.
Within these studies, the Boles and Clifford matrix has been
used in a number of ways. For example, Burgund and
Abernathy (2008) examined the extent to which children
and adults are sensitive to the visual forms of letters when
reading, and whether such sensitivity depends on reading
skill. To construct their stimulus materials, they controlled
for the visual similarity between letters using the Boles and
Clifford matrix. Fiset, Gosselin, Blais, and Arguin (2006)
used the same matrix to explain aspects of pure alexia, a
reading disorder that is characterized by abnormal sensitiv-
ity to letter confusability. Treiman, Cohen, Mulqueeny,
Kessler, and Schechtman (2007), on the other hand, used
the Boles and Clifford matrix to investigate the nature and
development of young children’s knowledge about writing.

To summarize, although many visual similarity matrices
for letters are presently available, all but one of the matrices
published in the last 120 years are limited to the 26 letters of
the English alphabet. In addition, in almost all cases the
matrices were based on data generated in atypical reading
conditions. Such matrices are therefore unsuitable for
researchers in the reading domain or for those interested in
carrying out cross-linguistic studies in this field. Our goal in
this article was to address these points by creating a visual-
similarity matrix for letters that could mainly be used by
investigators carrying out research in reading in different
alphabetic languages. The technique that we employed to
construct the similarity matrix was the same as the one used
in previous studies examining letter knowledge in children
(Treiman et al., 2006; Treiman, Levin, and Kessler 2007)
and is based on data obtained under normal (untimed)
reading conditions. We anticipate that the matrix presented
here will also prove useful to researchers in any field of
investigation in which Latin letters are used as stimuli and a
measure of visual similarity between stimuli is required.

In the first study, the participants consisted of speakers of
Spanish who were required to rate letter pairs using a scale
of 1 (not similar at all) to 7 (very similar). The letter pairs
were formed using letters included in many Latin-based
alphabets. In the second study, a different group of Spanish
participants were similarly asked to rate letter pairs that were
formed using all of the letters of the Spanish alphabet, bar
the ones containing diacritic marks. The second study was
carried out to test whether the inclusion of diacritic marks in
the first study had influenced participants’ visual similarity
ratings of letter pairs that contained no diacritic marks. In
the third study, the participants were speakers of English
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who were asked to rate, in a similar manner, letter pairs that
were formed using all of the letters of the English alphabet.
The latter study was carried out to test whether participants’
visual similarity ratings of letter pairs were influenced by
cultural and/or linguistic factors.

Method

Participants

For the first study, 677 participants were recruited for the
initial data collection round. An additional 55 participants
were recruited for a second data collection round to replace
participants from the first round whose data were excluded
from the analysis (see the Results section for details). All
732 participants were undergraduate students in either the
Faculty of Psychology or the Faculty of Education Science
at the University of Granada, Spain. Of these, six were
nonnative speakers of Spanish, although all of the nonna-
tives were nevertheless familiar with Latin-based alphabets
(three Germans, two French, and one Portuguese). Recruit-
ment and participation took place during the students’ nor-
mal classes. Participation was voluntary, with some students
opting not to take part. The students received neither pay-
ment nor class credit for their participation.

Selection of stimuli

We selected letters from a variety of Latin-based alphabets,
including Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Portu-
guese, and Spanish. These particular languages are the most
widely studied in psycholinguistic research, and therefore a
comprehensive letter visual-similarity matrix that includes
all of the letters used in these languages may prove useful for
advancing research in this area. The visual-similarity matrix,
which contains a list of all of the stimuli included in the
study, is available in the online supplementary materials.

Apart from identifying specific letters that appeared
in the languages that we wanted to cover, children’s
reading material presents an additional complexity. Giv-
en that our letter visual-similarity matrix is addressed to
researchers interested in developmental reading process-
es, it was important to consider the types of fonts that
children are most likely to encounter. Most fonts used
in reading materials designed for children are sans serif
(Walker & Reynolds, 2003; Wilkins, Cleave, Grayson &
Wilson, 2009). In particular, the sans serif font Arial
has been shown to be popular among both children
(Bernard, Chaparro, Mills, & Halcomb, 2002) and
adults (Bernard, Chaparro, Mills, & Halcomb, 2003);
therefore, we decided to have the majority of letters in
our study displayed in this font. However, the shapes of

the characters used for children may differ from those
used for adults—particularly with regard to the single-
story lowercase “a” and “g” (known as infant letters, or
infant form; Walker & Reynolds, 2003) versus their
two-story counterparts “a” and “g” (known as adult
form). Walker and Reynolds have argued that the adult
forms of the letters “a” and “g” are familiar to children
who have begun to read and may be preferred to the
infant forms because they are less confusable. Despite
this, it is widely assumed that the infant forms of these
letters are easier for children (Walker & Thiessen,
2011), and the infant forms are most commonly used
in reading materials directed at children (Walker &
Reynolds, 2003). For this reason, when considering
which form of the letters “a” and “g” to use (which,
in the case of the letter “a”, meant six different varia-
tions—“a”, “à”, “á”, “â”, “ã”, and “ä”), the infant
forms were chosen. Thus, for all variations of lowercase
“a”, this meant that a different font was required, and
Comic Sans was chosen, as it has been shown to be
popular with children (Bernard et al., 2002; Taslim,
Wan Adnan, & Abu Bakar, 2009). Given that the Boles
and Clifford (1989) matrix contained the adult form of
lowercase “a” and a serif form of uppercase “I”, for
comparison reasons, it was decided to include these
alternate forms as additional items in our matrix. In
the case of “I”, this meant choosing a serif font, so
Times New Roman was chosen.

To summarize, as we envisage that the present matrix will
be most widely used in the domain of literacy acquisition,
we wanted to use letters that were commonly found in
children’s reading materials. This meant presenting letters
in a sans serif font, and also presenting the lowercase letters
“a” and “g” in the infant form, which is commonly used in
children’s reading materials. Furthermore, in the case of
lowercase “a” and uppercase “I”, alternative forms of these
letters were included in the stimuli. This was done to allow
for comparison of the present matrix with that of Boles and
Clifford (1989), which is the matrix that is most relevant to
reading research that has been published to date. In total, we
presented 52 uppercase letters1 and 53 lowercase letters—
the difference being due to the fact that the German letter
“ß” exists only in lowercase form. Combining the uppercase
letters resulted in a total of 1,326 unordered pairings,2 while
combining the lowercase letters produced 1,378 unor-
dered pairings (see the visual-similarity matrix in the
online supplementary materials).

1 For the purposes of this article, we will use the term “letter” to refer to
any stimulus that is visually different from any other stimulus (e.g., “E”
and “É”), even if the stimulus is not considered to be a letter in its own
right in any alphabet.
2 Unlike Boles and Clifford (1989), we did not include identical pairs,
such as “A A”, in our stimuli.
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Apparatus and materials

Response booklets consisting of one page of instructions
followed by ten pages of stimuli were given to the partic-
ipants. Printed at the top of each stimulus page was the
rating scale that participants were to follow, and underneath
this, two columns of six letter pairs were printed. The letters
in each pair were separated by a single space with an area
provided next to each of the 12 letter pairs for the partic-
ipants’ responses. Thus, each response booklet contained
120 pairings. The 120 letter pairings in each booklet were
selected at random from the complete list of pairings,
although each booklet contained entirely upper- or entire-
ly lowercase letters. Within each response booklet, letter
pairings were randomly ordered, with the restriction that
the same letter did not appear in two consecutive pair-
ings. As each letter pair appeared in multiple booklets,
the ordering of the items within each pair was counter-
balanced across response booklets, with half occurring in
one order (e.g., “A B”) and the other half in the alter-
native order (e.g., “B A”). All letters were presented in
Arial 72-point (a sans serif) font, except for (1) the
second uppercase version of the letter “I”, which was
presented in Times New Roman 72-point font, so that it
was presented with serifs, and (2) the second lowercase
“a” and the five forms of lowercase “a” with diacritic
marks (“à”, “á”, “â”, “ã”, and “ä”), which were pre-
sented in Comic Sans 72-point font so that they were
displayed in the infant form of lowercase “a”.

Design and procedure

Of the initial 677 participants, 332 were randomly
assigned to rate uppercase letter pairs, with the remain-
ing 345 participants rating the lowercase letter pairs. As
all of the participants rated exactly 120 pairs, the ma-
jority of pairings were rated by 30 participants, although
60 of the 1,326 uppercase pairings and 60 of the 1,378
lowercase letter pairings were rated by 31 participants.
Fifty-five extra students were recruited to replace par-
ticipants who were excluded (as described below). In
this instance, the new participants received the same
letter pairs as had the excluded participants who they
replaced. Participants were instructed to ignore the
sounds of the letters and to rate the letter pairs purely
on visual similarity, using a scale from 1 (not at all
similar) to 7 (very similar). Participants were also
warned that some of the letters might be unfamiliar to
them, but they were reminded that, since they were only
rating visual similarity, familiarity should not affect the
ratings given. No time limits were imposed and partic-
ipants responded at their own pace, with all participants
completing the task in less than 20 min.

Results and discussion

The written responses were transferred to digital form,
where an initial screening process was performed in order
to detect obvious cases in which the participants may have
misunderstood or not correctly followed the instructions.
This resulted in the data from 23 participants being excluded
from further analyses, for the following reasons: most or all
responses blank (11 participants), only ratings of 1 or 7 used
(four participants), only ratings of 1 or 2 used (two partic-
ipants), probable reverse interpretation of the scale (e.g.,
assigning a value of 1 to pair “A Á” and a value of 7 to
pair “E Ç”; two participants), assigning responses using
values outside of the specified range (e.g., assigning ratings
of 0 and 10; one participant), and obvious random responses
(three participants).

To detect less obvious cases of incorrect responding,
we identified participants whose patterns of responses
appeared to differ from those of the overall sample.
This was done with a two-step process. Firstly, the
mean rating and standard deviation were calculated for
each of the 1,326 uppercase and 1,378 lowercase letter
pairs. Secondly, for each participant, the number of
individual responses that fell outside of a range of ±2
SDs of these means was calculated. Any participants
with more than 25 % of their responses falling outside
of this range were excluded. A further 32 participants
were excluded using this criterion. In all, the data from
55 participants were excluded. To replace these partic-
ipants, a second round of data collection was carried out
using 55 new participants. These data were added to the
overall sample and analyzed as described above. No
additional participants were excluded following this
analysis. The mean similarity ratings for all letter pairs
can be found in the visual-similarity matrix in the
online supplementary materials, while Table 1 summa-
rizes the numbers of pairs falling into each of 12
similarity bands. Most pairs were rated as fairly low
in similarity, with the medians being 1.67 for uppercase
and 1.70 for lowercase.

The main objective of constructing this matrix was to
create a measure of visual similarity while ignoring
phonological similarity. We were able to test whether
participants’ knowledge of the letter sounds exerted a
strong influence on their responses by examining the
ratings assigned to the two lowercase letters “a” (adult
form) and “a” (infant form) and to the two uppercase
letters “I” (serif) and “I” (sans serif). The five forms of
the letter “a” that included diacritic marks were all
shown using the infant form (“à”, “á”, “â”, “ã”, and
“ä”). If participants were mainly influenced by visual
similarity, the ratings given when these five letters were
assessed with the infant form “a” should be higher than
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the ratings given when these five letters were assessedwith the
adult form “a”. In contrast, if participants were overly influ-
enced by their knowledge of the phoneme associated with
these letters, similar ratings should have been given when
these five letters were assessed with the letters “a” and “a”.
The same argument can be made for the ratings given to the
letters “I” and “I”, as the three forms with diacritics were all
shown in a sans serif font (“Í”, “Î”, and “Ï”).3

Looking at the relevant data from the visual-similarity ma-
trix (see the online supplementary materials), it can be seen that
for the five letters “à”, “á”, “â”, “ã”, and “ä” higher similar-
ity ratings were given when they were assessed with the infant
form “a” (6.63, 6.53, 6.10, 6.00, and 6.35, respectively) as
compared to when they were assessed with the adult form “a”
(4.69, 5.07, 5.00, 4.30, and 4.67, respectively). As these five
matched pairs represent a relatively small data set, rather than
attempting to directly assess whether the differences between
them were significant, we instead analyzed the individual par-
ticipant ratings (n 0 300) that made up these ten means. A
Mann–Whitney test revealed that the ratings given when the
five letters “à”, “á”, “â”, “ã”, and “ä”were assessed with the
letter “a” (M 0 6.32, Mdn 0 6) were significantly higher than

the ratings givenwhen these letters were assessedwith the letter
“a” (M 0 4.74, Mdn 0 5), U 0 5,733, z 0 –7.68, p < .001, r 0
–.44. A similar pattern was observed for the ratings given to the
three letters “Í”, “Î”, and “Ï”, which were all shown in sans serif
form. Higher ratings were given when these three letters were
assessed with the sans serif “I” (6.50, 6.47, and 6.45, respec-
tively) than when they were assessed with the serif “I” (6.27,
6.07, and 6.10, respectively). Analyzing the raw scores that
made up these means (n 0 180) revealed that ratings given to
the three letters “Í”, “Î”, and “Ï” when assessed with the letter
“I” (M 0 6.47, Mdn 0 7) were significantly higher than when
they were assessed with the letter “I” (M 0 6.14,Mdn 0 7),U 0

3,260, z 0 –2.37, p 0 .018, r 0 –.18.
To summarize, while the analyses performed for lowercase

“a” and uppercase “I” cannot rule out the possibility that partic-
ipants were influenced by their knowledge of the letter sounds,
wewould not have expected to find the above-mentioned differ-
ences in the ratings if letter sound knowledge had dominated the
participants’ assessments. Even if letter sound knowledge was
partially influencing the ratings assigned, it was not strong
enough to mask the effect of visual similarity, at least in the
specific examples that we examined. These two results therefore
suggest that participants were mostly ignoring their knowledge
of the letter sounds and were assigning ratings based on the
visual similarity of the stimuli, as was required of them. These
results are consistent with the findings from Treiman, Levin,
and Kessler (2007), who constructed a letter visual-similarity
matrix for Hebrew letters using the same procedure reported
here—that of adult participants providing similarity ratings to
written letter pairs. Treiman, Levin, and Kessler (2007) also
attempted to verify that participants had ignored their
knowledge of letter sounds when rating the visual similarity

3 Of the five forms of the letter “a” with diacritic marks and the three
forms of the letter “I” with diacritic marks that were included in the
experiment, only the forms with the grave accent, “á” and “Í”, exist in
Spanish. The grave accent in Spanish can be used with all five vowel
letters, and it is used to mark stress in words not following the default
stress pattern. However, the grave accent does not change the phoneme
associated with the letter. Therefore, had the participants, virtually all
native Spanish speakers, taken into account the phonemes associated
with the letters “a” and “I”, they would likely have associated the same
phonemes with all occurrences of “a” and “I”, both with and without
diacritic marks.

Table 1 Summary of letter visual-similarity ratings, classified by pair type and similarity band

Uppercase Lowercase Combined

Banda Nb Pctc SDd Nb Pctc SDd Nb Pctc SDd

1.00–1.50 542 40.9 0.13 583 42.3 0.13 1,125 41.6 0.13

1.51–2.00 340 25.6 0.15 243 17.6 0.14 583 21.6 0.15

2.01–2.50 157 12.0 0.15 124 9.0 0.14 281 10.4 0.14

2.51–3.00 72 5.3 0.15 102 7.4 0.14 174 6.4 0.14

3.01–3.50 42 3.2 0.15 94 6.9 0.14 136 5.0 0.15

3.51–4.00 31 2.3 0.17 84 6.1 0.16 115 4.3 0.16

4.01–4.50 44 3.3 0.12 48 3.4 0.13 92 3.4 0.13

4.51–5.00 23 1.7 0.12 22 1.6 0.16 45 1.7 0.14

5.01–5.50 8 0.6 0.12 13 1.0 0.12 21 0.8 0.12

5.51–6.00 5 0.4 0.12 10 0.7 0.17 15 0.6 0.16

6.01–6.50 37 2.8 0.12 42 3.1 0.13 79 2.9 0.13

6.51–7.00 25 1.9 0.06 13 0.9 0.07 38 1.4 0.06

Total 1,326 100.0 1,378 100.0 2,704 100.0

a The rating scale is from 1 (not at all similar) to 7 (very similar), and this range has been divided into 12 bands. b The number of pairs that fall
within each band. c The percentage of all of the pairs that fall within each band. d The standard deviation of the rating scores within each band
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of the Hebrew letters, although this was done using a method
different from the one that was used in the present study. In
particular, Treiman, Levin, and Kessler (2007) asked a second
set of participants who were non-Hebrew speakers, and so were
unfamiliar with the actual sounds associated with each symbol,
to rate the same set of letters. The correlation between the
two groups of participants was r 0 .86. Treiman, Levin, and
Kessler (2007) concluded that “this correlation gives us
reason to believe that the ratings of the Israeli participants
reflect, for the most part, characteristics of letters’ visual
forms that are salient regardless of a viewer’s familiarity
with the letters” (p. 97). Our analyses of lowercase “a” and
uppercase “I” are in agreement with the conclusions de-
rived by Treiman, Levin, and Kessler (2007), ensuring that
the participants in our study largely ignored letter sound
knowledge when assessing the letter pairs.

As was already mentioned, the main aim of this study
was to create an instrument that would serve investigators
carrying out reading research in different alphabetic scripts.
For this reason, we included a large number of stimuli in an
effort to gain as wide a language coverage as possible. This
meant that 44 % of the stimuli used in the experiment
contained a diacritic mark. Examining the pairs from Table 1
that make up bands 6.01–6.50 and 6.51–7.00 (i.e., the most
visually similar pairs) revealed that only three of 117 pairs
did not contain a diacritic mark. Given this, might the
inclusion of the diacritic marks somehow bias participants’
ratings and make them unsuitable for use in languages that
do not include them? For example, in English, the letters
“E” and “F” are visually similar. However, our study also
included the letters “È”, “É”, “Ê”, and “Ë”. Might the
presence of these four letters have biased participants such
that they rated the combination “E F” as being less similar
than they otherwise would have if the four forms of the letter
“E” with diacritic marks had not been present? To test this
possibility, we ran an additional study. In this second study,
60 participants were required to rate the visual similarity of
either 131 lowercase pairs or 100 uppercase letter pairs (30
participants for each case). The participants in this second
study were all native Spanish speakers who were also under-
graduates from the University of Granada. The presentation
and procedure were identical to those of the first study.
However, there was one major difference: The letter pairs
were formed using only the 26 letters of the English alpha-
bet (all of which exist in the Spanish alphabet), with no
diacritic marks included. By comparing the ratings from the
two studies, we could gauge whether the inclusion of dia-
critic marks in the first study biased the ratings given by the
participants in the first study. Calculating the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient revealed high correlations be-
tween the two studies for both the uppercase (rs 0 .91, p <
.001) and lowercase (rs 0 .92, p < .001) letters. Additionally,
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed no significant differences

between the ratings in Studies 1 and 2 for either upper-
case (MS1 0 2.52, MdnS1 0 2.15; MS2 0 2.50, MdnS2 0

2.08), z 0 –.539, p 0 .590, r 0 –.04, or lowercase (MS1 0 2.49,
MdnS1 0 1.93;MS2 0 2.49,MdnS2 0 1.93), z 0 –.479, p 0 .632,
r 0 –.03. These results indicate that including diacritic marks
in the first study did not bias the way in which participants
rated letter combinations without diacritic marks.

Another possibility is that cultural and/or linguistic dif-
ferences could influence the ratings assigned by partici-
pants. To test this possibility, we ran a third study. Sixty
participants, all native English-speaking undergraduates
from the School of Psychology in Bangor, Wales, were
asked to rate the visual similarity of either 125 lowercase
or 132 uppercase letter pairs (30 participants for each case).
Once again, the procedure and instructions were the same, and
the letter pairs were again constructed using only the 26 letters
of the English alphabet, with no diacritic marks included. By
comparing the ratings from Study 1 with those from Study 3,
we could determine whether English and Spanish speakers
assessed the visual similarity of letter pairs in the same way.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient revealed high correla-
tions between the two studies for both the uppercase (rs 0 .95,
p < .001) and lowercase (rs 0 .93, p < .001) letters. Addition-
ally, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed no significant dif-
ference between the ratings given in Studies 1 and 3 for
lowercase letters (MS1 0 2.35, MdnS1 0 1.83; MS3 0 2.38,
MdnS3 0 1.77), z 0 –.430, p 0 .667, r 0 –.03. However, for the
uppercase letters, the English ratings were significantly higher
than the Spanish ratings (MS1 0 2.31, MdnS1 0 1.94; MS3 0

2.47,MdnS3 0 2.13), z 0 –5.526, p < .001, r 0 –.34). While the
latter result may be an indication that cultural and/or linguistic
differences between the participants influenced the ratings
assigned, we do not believe that this is the case, for two
reasons. Firstly, if such a difference existed, we would expect
to see systematic differences between the two groups of par-
ticipants for both upper- and lowercase letters, yet there was
no significant difference in the lowercase ratings. Secondly,
when we looked closely at the individual data for uppercase
letters, between 15 % and 30 % of the ratings of three of
the English participants were 2 SDs above the mean
ratings. When these participants were removed from the
analyses, the difference between the two groups was no
longer significant, (MS3 0 2.37, MdnS3 0 1.98), z 0 –1.32,
p 0 .188, r 0 –.08. It is worth noting that each participant
in Study 3 rated all possible pairings, whereas in Study 1
each participant rated fewer than 10 % of all possible
letter pairings. As a result, atypical participants in Study
3 would have had a much larger impact on the ratings
than would atypical participants in Study 1. Thus, the
significant difference between the two groups found for
just uppercase letters seems to have been caused by outlier
ratings within the English group. Taken together, we argue
that the results of comparing the three studies validate our
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suggestion that the letter visual-similarity matrix that we in-
troduced will be applicable for reading research carried out in
a large number of languages, despite the fact that ratings in the
present study were provided almost exclusively by native
Spanish speakers.

To investigate how our matrix differs from those con-
structed using different paradigms, we compared our matrix
to matrices based on (a) direct ratings of letter pair similarities
(i.e., a similar paradigm as the one used in the present study;
Boles & Clifford, 1989); (b) feature analysis of letter forms
(i.e., nonbehavioral data; Briggs & Hocevar, 1975); (c) low
contrast/noisy presentation of letters (Liu & Arditi, 2001); (d)
brief presentation of letters (Mueller & Weidemann, 2012);
and (e) presentation of small letters (Phillips et al., 1983). The
results are summarized in Table 2.

It is worth noting two points about the correlations presented
in Table 2. Firstly, while the matrix presented in the present
study correlated significantly with all six of the matrices that we
examined, the highest correlationwas found between ourmatrix
and the matrix that was constructed using a similar paradigm
(Boles & Clifford, 1989). Secondly, correlations between stud-
ies using different paradigms tended to be weaker, and occa-
sionally nonsignificant. This is an important point, and it
suggests that the various methods used to increase the
numbers of errors made by participants do not produce
consistent results. This is not a problem in itself, as
each technique was deployed to satisfy specific research
questions. However, this observation supports the argu-
ment that matrices constructed using atypical reading
data obtained from speeded reading-aloud tasks and/or
under degraded presentation conditions may be inade-
quate for use by researchers who aim to determine the
factors that underlie our capacity to read in daily life.

The matrix presented in the present article may prove
very useful to reading researchers, yet one of its limitations
is that the ratings were gathered using printed letters. Fonts
displayed on computer screens can differ from their printed
equivalents, due to the technical issues involved in render-
ing images on a computer screen, such as subpixel shading
and anti-aliasing. For this reason, the ratings contained in
the present matrix may be unsuitable for research carried out
using computer-based rather than printed stimuli. Addition-
ally, the ratings may be unsuitable for research in which
stimuli are presented in fonts that are markedly different
from the ones used here. A further limitation of the present
matrix is that it lacks similarity ratings between lowercase
and uppercase letters (e.g., comparing “B” to “b”). There-
fore, it may not be useful to reading researchers who seek to
control for such comparisons in the experimental paradigms
that they are using (e.g., Kinoshita & Kaplan, 2008).

Conclusion

Although many letter visual-similarity matrices have been
published over the last century (for a review, see Mueller &
Weidemann, 2012), these can only be used to carry out rele-
vant research in English. Furthermore, these matrices have
mostly been formed from data generated in atypical reading
conditions, using, for example, speeded naming or degraded
presentation conditions. For these reasons, the letter visual-
similarity matrices published to date are of limited utility for
research undertaken in alphabetical languages other than En-
glish, and are also unsuitable for reading researchers who are
typically interested in the mental processes occurring in natu-
ral reading conditions. The aim of the present article was to

Table 2 Summary of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between the letter visual-similarity matrices from different studies

2 3 4a 5b 6b 7a

1. Present Study .735***c .668***d .328***d –.201***d –.173**d .310***d

2. Boles & Clifford (1989) (direct rating of letter pairs) – .575***e .359***d –.262***d –.059d .286***e

3. Briggs & Hocevar (1975) (letter feature analysis) – .330***e –.208***e –.180**e .338***d

4. Liu & Arditi (2001)a (low contrast presentation) – –.113*d –.123*d .355***e

5. Mueller & Weidemann (2012) Exp. 1b (brief presentation) – .129*d –.141*e

6. Mueller & Weidemann (2012) Exp. 2b (brief presentation) – –.030e

7. Phillips et al. (1983)a (reducing letter size) –

a The data from these studies consist of two scores for each letter pair (Letter 1 [L1] as the target and Letter 2 [L2] as the incorrect response, and vice
versa). We calculated an average of these two scores to use in the present correlations. b Correlations for the Mueller and Weidemann (2012) study
were based on the predicted accuracy scores of their best model, which is described by the parameters contained in their Table 5 (Mueller &
Weidemann, 2012, p. 31). The scores represent the predicted probability of a participant accurately identifying a target letter (L1) in the presence of
a foil letter (L2). The averages of these two probabilities across the two orders of the letters were calculated and used in the present correlations. As
these values represent predicted accuracy scores, higher values would suggest that the target and foil were not visually similar, while lower values
would suggest that the target and foil were visually similar. For this reason, we would expect a negative correlation between this study and the other
visual-similarity matrices contained in the table. c Upper- and lowercase letter parings, n 0 650. d Uppercase letter pairings only, n 0 325.
e Uppercase letter pairings only, excluding the letter “I” due to font differences, n 0 300. * p < .05. ** p < .005. *** p < .001
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overcome these issues by presenting a letter visual-similarity
matrix that is based on similarity ratings collected from
untimed responses to clearly presented upper- and lowercase
letters. Additionally, the letter similarity ratings included in
our matrix have been obtained using letters that are present in
a substantial number of Latin-based languages, including
Catalan, Dutch, English, French, Galician, German, Italian,
Portuguese, and Spanish. To our knowledge, this is the first
time that letter visual-similarity data have become available
for such a wide range of alphabets. Furthermore, the items
included in the present matrix are not limited to just the
standard letters of these languages, but also include letters
with diacritic marks. Although these forms may not be con-
sidered separate letters, they nevertheless affect stress assign-
ment, pronunciation, and the meanings of words in the
languages in which they occur, highlighting the importance
of their inclusion in a letter visual-similarity matrix.

We believe that our matrix will be a valuable tool for con-
ducting experimental research in psycholinguistics, which may
involve the selection of letter stimuli on the basis of their visual
similarity (Burgund & Abernathy, 2008); for informing cogni-
tive neuropsychological reading research (Brunsdon, Coltheart,
& Nickels, 2006; Fiset et al., 2006); and for determining the
factors that influence reading acquisition and development
(Treiman et al., 2006, 2012; Treiman, Levin, andKessler, 2007).
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